BUSINESS COLLABORATION PROTOCOL
As of 09.06.2021; SAFE ENERGY project pleased to announce its shareholders ($Energyx token
holders) about the new co-operation and recognization as purchase currency with FERKOS Company.

As it known Safe Energy is a community driven deflationary currency to realize future projects for
reducing carbon footprint by making renewable energy sources more accessible and the team
dedicated to make this dream real with the real business companies that are in renewable energy
products such as FERKOS company is our first partnership.

They are welcomed SAFE ENERGY project due to its missions and goals. FERKOS is a company
operated internationally producing and setting up the materials for carbon filtering, wind turbine
energy systems and many more. Ferkos is going to accept payments in $Energyx and will cooperate
with Safe Energy project as promoting in their website and entire customer portfolio will be presented
to Safe Energy project and purchase currency will be also accepted as $Energyx.
We are happy to announce our very first collaboration and we will work to deliver more cooperations
We thank FERKOS on behalf of Safe Energy project for this cooperation.
DISCLAIMER
Trading cryptocurrencies carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. Before deciding to trade cryptocurrency you should carefully
consider your investment objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite. The possibility exists that you could sustain a loss of some or all of your initial
investment and therefore you should not invest money that you cannot afford to lose. You should be aware of all the risks associated with cryptocurrency
trading, and seek advice from an independent financial advisor. ICO's, IEO's, STO's and any other form of offering will not guarantee a return on your
investment. Since
Any opinions, news, research, analyses, prices, or other information contained on this website is provided as general market commentary, and does not
constitute investment advice. The Block Runner will not accept liability for any loss or damage, including without limitation to, any loss of profit, which may arise
directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such information. All opinions expressed on this site are owned by the respective writer and should never be
considered as advice in any form.
The Block Runner makes no representation or warranties as to the accuracy and or timelines of the information contained herein. A qualified professional
should be consulted before making any financial decisions.

